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Along the Infinite Sea 
By Beatrice Williams 
Pepper Schuyler's problems are in a class of their own. When Pepper 

fixes up a beautiful and rare vintage Mercedes and sells it at auction, 

she thinks she's finally found a way to take care of herself and the 

baby she carries, the result of an affair with a married politician.  But 

the car's new owner turns out to have secrets of her own, and as 

mysterious Annabelle Dommerich takes pregnant Pepper under her 

wing, the startling provenance of the car comes to light. As the many 

threads of Annabelle's life from World War II stretch out to entangle 

Pepper in 1960s America, and the father of her unborn baby tracks 

her down to a remote town in coastal Georgia, the two women must 

come together to face down the shadows of their complicated pasts.   

Jennifer 

The Chemist 
By Stephanie Meyer 
She used to work for the U.S. government, but very few people ever 

knew that. An expert in her field, she was one of the darkest secrets 

of an agency so clandestine it doesn't even have a name. And when 

they decided she was a liability, they came for her without warning. 

Now, she rarely stays in the same place or uses the same name for 

long. They've killed the only other person she trusted, but something 

she knows still poses a threat. They want her dead. Resolving to meet 

the threat head on, she prepares for the toughest fight of her life  

Conclave 
By Robert Harris 
The Pope is dead.  One hundred and eighteen cardinals gather from 

across the world to elect the next Pope in proceedings steeped in 

tradition, shrouded in complete secrecy. Millions of the faithful and 

the interested watch the chimney above the Sistine Chapel for the 

telling white smoke that would mean a decision has been reached.  

The cardinals are holy men. But they have ambition. And they have 

rivals. Over the next seventy-two hours one of them will become the   

most powerful spiritual figure on Earth. 

A Portrait of Emily Price 
By Katherine Reay 
Visiting from Italy, Chef Benito Vassallo works to breathe new life 

into his aunt and uncle’s faded restaurant. Soon after their first 

meeting, he works to win over art restorer Emily Price as well—

inviting her into his world and his heart. Emily astonishes everyone 

when she accepts Ben’s proposal and follows him home.  Instead of 

allowing Italy to transform her, Emily interferes with everything, 

alienating Ben’s tightly knit family. Only Ben’s father, Lucio, gives 

Emily the understanding she needs to lay down her guard. 

Bronx Requiem 
By John Clarkson 
Paco Johnson spent a lifetime in the system -- starting in juvie at age 

10, then prison for most of his adult life. But he managed to make 

some real friends in prison, friends who helped him get parole, a 

place to stay, and plans to help him adjust to a life outside prison 

after seventeen years behind bars. But only seventeen hours after he 

is released, he is found dead -- murdered -- in the streets of the 

Bronx.  What at first appears to be a simple, if tragic, street killing, 

quickly becomes something much more difficult and complex.   

Valiant Gentlemen: A Novel 
By Sabina Murray 
Valiant Gentlemen reimagines the lives and intimate friendships of 

humanitarian and Irish patriot Roger Casement; his closest friend, 

Herbert Ward; and Ward’s extraordinary wife, the Argentinian-

American heiress Sarita Sanford.  An epic and bold novel of 

friendship and betrayal set across four continents and a 40-year time 

span, this is a uniquely human account of some early twentieth 

century historical figures and the vastly different track their lives 

take. 

Moonglow 
By Michael Chabon 
Tongue loosened by powerful painkillers, memory stirred by the 

imminence of death, author Michael Chabon’s grandfather shared 

stories the younger man had never heard before, uncovering bits and 

pieces of a history long buried and forgotten. It is a tale of madness, 

of war and adventure, of sex and desire and ordinary love, of 

existential doubt and model rocketry, of the shining aspirations and 

demonic underpinnings of American technological accomplishment, 

and above all, of the destructive impact—and the creative power—of 

the keeping of secrets and the telling of lies . 

My Turn 
By Johan Cruyff 
Johan Cruyff embodied a footballing philosophy that now dominates 

coaching and playing styles in all the leading club sites around the 

world. He is undoubtedly the player who single-handedly most 

changed the nature of the game. Cruyff’s lasting influence is in the 

style of play he epitomized and then applied to the Barcelona and 

Ajax teams he coached. His vision of “Total Football” transformed the 

way soccer was played, and its dazzling fluidity became the basis of 

the most admired sides around the world.   

Forever Words 

By Johnny Cash 

In this collection of poems and song lyrics that have never been 

published before, we see the world through Johnny Cash’s eyes and 

view his reflection on his own interior reality, his frailties and his 

strengths alike. In his hallmark voice, he pens verses about love, 

pain, freedom, and mortality, and expresses insights on culture, his 

family, his fame, even Christmas.  His music is a part of our history, 

and here the depth of his talent becomes even more evident.  

Mindful Moments 
By Louise Adams  
Most books focus on "surface level" mindfulness and basic skills: 

breathing exercises, being present, seeing things as they are, and 

acceptance. These skills are very important and often life-changing; 

many people report better stress management and a greater sense of 

peace once they start to use them. What many books don't address, 

however, is what to do once you've noticed things about yourself that 

you don't like.  Complete with a 30-day plan to help supercharge 

your life, learn how to set new goals and live your best life possible.  

Ray & Joan: The Man Who Made the McDonald’s 

Fortune and the Woman Who Gave it All Away 

By Lisa Napoli 
Ray & Joan is a tale of corporate intrigue and private passion: a 

struggling Mad Men–era salesman with a vision for a fast-food 

franchise that would become one of the world’s most enduring 

brands, and a beautiful woman willing to risk her marriage and her 

reputation to promote controversial causes that touched her deeply. 

Together, their two stories form a compelling portrait of the twentieth 

century: a story of big business, big love, and big giving.  

Victoria: The Queen 

By Julia Baird 
When Victoria was born, in 1819, the world was a very different 

place. Revolution would begin to threaten many of Europe’s 

monarchies in the coming decades. In Britain, a generation of royals 

had indulged their whims at the public’s expense, and republican 

sentiment was growing. The Industrial Revolution was transforming 

the landscape. Born into a world where woman were often 

powerless, during a century roiling with change, Victoria went on to 

rule the most powerful country on earth with a decisive hand.  
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